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�K GamingA big thanks to K Gaming for the video above. Be sure to watch it for the full detailed guide given.Equipment GuideThe first part of this guide is gotta be the basis of the equipment’s and the second part is gonna be the stats. In the beginning, we see Tieria and Krau with some of the best equipment given to them.In the video above it
shows their stats with this equipment. Tieria having insane speed and Krau having some of the highest HP you can get.This is to kind of show you what you’re aiming for and what you can obtain in the game. But it’s going to take some time and work to get to that point.Equipment RatingsThe first thing to go over about equip are the different tiers you
can get. The tiers are colored starting from White, Green, Blue, Purple, and Red being the Epic tier.The tiers go from 1 to 6 and tier 6 equipment are the best ones you can get and want to aim for. But the question for most is where the equipment drops.They drop from five places in the game. You can get them from your Hunt which is your Wyverns.
Banshee’s, and Golems.And then you can get them from your maps or field maps. The third place is going to be your Labyrinth, the fourth is your Steel Workshop. And the last is buying from your Secret Shops with your gold.There are some differences between these places. Like on the field maps, Epic items do not drop. Meaning the highest
equipment you can get there are the Purple items.It can drop Tier 6 purple items but not red items. The next one is a bit tricky and hard to believe but seems to be true regardless.Labyrinth Epic items are 1 tier above the rest. Meaning if you get a good one from Hunt or the Steel Workshop, Labyrinth will give the same item with better stats.Between
two items it’s shown that an item got from another place compared to Labyrinth will have lower stats. Below is the comparison that is given in the video above. The top picture shows the item gotten from areas like Hunt or Steel Workshop. It has its main Stat and its Sub stat and the main stat are decided by the level x 5.So it’s level is 15 which means
the stat increases by 5 each level. So by being level 15, it goes up 5 times by 5 making it 25.In the picture below is the same item gotten from the Labyrinth but with a higher Main stat. Being at 35 instead of 25 speed.It’s the same T4, both plus 15, but one is at 25 and the other is at 35. Now the question is if this is true for all other items in the game.
There’s no real way to prove this but it is believed.Now to further understand the basics of equipment there is a chart. It shows the Main Stats and Sub Stats and how they are based depending on the item.Look at the top part which is the Main Stats. You can get all these kinds of combinations with the RNG factor determining what you’re getting.For
example, let’s take a look at the weapons. You can get Attack as the Main Stat which is the only stat you can get as the main.For the Sub Stat, you can get four out of the listed stats below it. These all come completely random and everytime you upgrade one extra option might be added or it might enhance the percentage that you have.In this game,
the best stats you have for your heroes are percentage over the flat figures. But back to the point, you can get any combination of these but it’s basically RNG and you have to keep farming for the exact one that you want.One thing to note is in the bottom right of the chart it says “Every other stat possible except for the main stat”. What does that
mean exactly?For example, we’ll use a necklace. If you get attack percentage on your necklace as a Main it means you cannot get that same stat as a sub stat. That’s basically what it means.Equipment and HeroesWhen it comes to your heroes there are a lot of deciding factors to decide what kind of sets your heroes should have. Messing around with
different combinations is obviously part of the fun of the game but it can help to know a few guidelines to give you an idea of what works.Whatever sets or tier you have, sub stats are very important in this game. Normally I’d recommend to give 4 attack sets and 2 crit sets on your DPS and try to maximize each equipment with max Crit chance to get
75 or above chance.However, it is possible to obtain that same amount about of chance in sub-stats. For DPS you’re ultimately looking at getting your crit chance as high as possible giving you an idea on what to aim for.But to further this point we’re going to start looking at how hero stats work. Looking at Tieria at 3-star with nothing upgraded at
level 5 out of 30.At level 5 her attack is pretty basic and nothing special. But by adding one piece of equipment, Health gear in the video, It gives a 5% Hp and 4% Defense.And by equipping that the stats are increased based on the percentage. The base stats of a hero are what determine the overall stats with equipment.The higher the heroes stats the
higher your equipment stats are going to be for them. Once again, your gear is divided into main stats and sub stats and sets.The main and sub stats are very important and I can’t stress enough how important the percentage is over the flat rate. And this is even more so when going into hero stats as well.But for some equipment, you can be given
more increase stats than others. Below is a chart for Shoes, Necklaces, and Rings showing what they can give.These three gears will give you the most enhancement in your hero out of other equipment. The main reason is that these three gears give more percentage compared to the other equipment.Weapons, Armor, etc. all mostly give flat number
values instead of percentage values. Whereas the Shoes, Necklaces, and Rings give better percentage values.So we’ve gone over how the Main Stats work. Having their base stat value which goes up by 5 per level until reaching max level.The Sub Stats work a little differently. Sub Stats go up to a max of 4 options but starts at 3 whenever you get it
but it gains 4 when you upgrade.But this is where the RNG comes in. When you upgrade it will upgrade one of these four at a range.This basically means that your Sub stats increase completely randomly when you upgrade. You can level up a piece of equipment and each level your Sub Stats will be randomly chosen on how they increase.One Sub Stat
could increase by anywhere from 1% to 5%. You could have two or three Sub Stats increase all together or get the bare minimum of one stat with one increase.The random factor is what makes Sub different from Main. And it can be a little tricky trying to get exactly what you want with the RNG factor.Now, do not get depressed or frustrated if you
can’t get Red or Purple high tie items quickly. They take time but also shouldn’t be the only thing you aim for.There are some pretty good Blue items in the game that can be just as useful if not more depending on the RNG you have with it. Red and Purple gear should mostly be focused on for the endgame as well so it’s something that’ll come with
time. Enhancement  This indicates how much enhancement is done. +15 is the max enhancementMain Stat  This Stat increases every time we enhance the equipmentSubstat  Gain or Increase Stat at +3, +6, +9, +12 and +15 enhancement  Each Equipment cannot have more than 4 SubstatRarity and Types of Equipment  There are 5 types of Rarity
and 5 Colors associated with each.  1. Epic
Red 2. Heroic Purple 3. Rare
Blue 4. Good
Green 5. Normal Gray  1 being the rarest and 5 is the most common. There are 6 types of Equipment Armor Weapon Helm Necklace Ring Boots Set Details This section tells us the details about the Set. The (0/4) or any number indicates how many
set pieces are equipped and how many pieces are needed to gain Set bonus. In this case, the 0 indicates how many Speed Set gear we have equipped. The 4 indicates that we need to equip 4 pieces of Speed Set Gear to gain the Speed set Bonus. 2021-04-16 Epic Seven is a combat-based RPG that is developed by Smilegate Megaport. The game itself
is quite popular amongst a large audience and features unique graphics alongside a lot of attention to detail. The game follows the beginning of the 7th World and how characters try to defend the Heir of the Convenant acting as Guardians of It. Epic Seven features mesmerizing 2D Visuals, quite an engaging story focusing on character development
alongside huge gear and character customization options with PvP arenas for those who enjoy combat in games like these. The Guild system is also quite polished, and players can trade items, chat, and party up with each other to reach harder depths in dungeons. Activate Your Sets: Epic Seven, unlike most other RPGs, has Set. Wearing multiple
bonus sets grants you particular bonuses that you can only get by having the complete attack combination. For example, having items from the Attack Set increases your total attack power by up to 35%, which is quite a huge amount. You have 6 total Equipment sets in total, which means you can wear either one four-piece equipment set and one twopiece equipment set or two three-piece equipment sets. This combination is up to you. We recommend that you always aim to activate your Equipment Sets as they provide you with some insane bonuses. Don't just jumble your equipment with random sets just because they might have good stats on them. Here are some common set combinations for
various classes: DPS Units: For DPS Units, you can either go for Attack and Crit, Speed and Crit, or Life Steal and Crit. Generally, all of these combinations are viable. Still, they require you to have a higher rarity, as finding low rarity combinations with these particular sets is always quite difficult. So, we recommend that you go for HP and Attack for
earlier game levels until you can go for better options. Healer/Tank: For the Healer / Tank, going for 3x HP is not uncommon. You can also swap out one of those HP sets for DEF sets, but that is usually not recommended as most bosses later in the game deal more penetrative DMG where your DEF stats do not matter at all. Pay Attention to Sub-Stats:
Sub stats are randomly put-on Equipment, and the number of sub-stats that appear on equipment is dependent on Rarity. You can check your rarities by looking at the particular item's background with Grey being the lowest and Red being the highest. You gain one more sub-stats at each consequent rarity. After reaching 4 Sub-Stats due to a
particular item's rarity, higher consecutive rarities upgrade the already existent sub-stat on that piece of equipment. So, a piece of Red Gear is always the best because it has 4 sub-stats, and all 4 of those sub-stats are upgraded to their maximum possible limit. It would always help if focused on Red and Purple rarities as they are the only rarities that
are worth upgrading to as they provide the best value. The best sub-stats are pretty straight forward. Attack percent is best on DPS, and def percent is better on Healers and Tanks. In most cases, good guilds have a minimum requirement of Gear Score that you must adhere to if you wish to join. Understanding those particular requirements should
help you understand the importance of having good gear in Epic Seven. How to Upgrade your Gear? In Epic Seven, upgrading Gear costs an abysmal amount of Gold while un-equipping that particular item from your character as well. The higher the level of the gear you wish to upgrade, the more it will cost you. Only upgrade gear past +9 with
charms that can be bought by Ancient Coins. You can buy them from Special Event Quests as well and can also be claimed in The Sword Training Ground or by Opening chests as well. When trying to find the gear that you deem is worthwhile to upgrade, try to at least find equipment that has 3 good sub-stats, so when you do end up upgrading, there
is a seventy-five percent chance that the sub-stats you would want has a chance of being randomly upgraded as well. How to Get the Best Gear? Suppose you want to get the best Gear as quickly as possible. There are two main things you should follow. Firstly, you should Reach Rank 50 as quickly as possible. Whether that is through grinding, guilds,
or PvP, it does not affect your overall ability to get good gear. Secondly, you should try clearing the Abyss as much as you can, little by little, as it gives you better gear to make you even stronger. Try to ignore Hunts beside the Daily 3 as they are the only ones that will effectively contribute to you getting good gear. Do not waste any material on
Crafting until you max out the Workshop as if your skill is lower. There is a high chance you might craft equipment with lower rarity or bad sub-stats. If you have leveled up but still are not quite geared up or do not feel ready to take on Dungeon Raids, you can always go towards the 2nd Lab 3-5 Stage Area. This area provides you with Wyvern Gear
with a generally high rarity to upgrade and enchant your Heart's content. The drop-rates are quite low, though, so it might take up some time. You will usually average about 3-4 purple rarity gear per day. Conclusion: Epic Seven has quite an intricate Gear, Equipment, and Inventory System. Unlike most games, good items are not locked behind by a
paywall and can be achieved by anyone if they put in the effort. However, the effort that you need to put in might feel quite daunting to new and even experienced players at some stages. Focusing on these particular tips should help you understand the game's dynamics and nuances better, which will give you a much better chance of scoring better
equipment and having a high enough Gear Score to feel effective in Raids as well.
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